
Sr. NO. Question Option1 Option2 Option 3 Option 4

1
The exchange of information between computers is governed by a set of rules called
_____.

Media protocol channel sender

2 Which of the following parameters is important for effective data transmission? Timeliness, delivery accuracy all of the above

3 What is the full form of ASCII?
American Standard 
Code for International 
Interchange

American Standard 
Code for Interchange 
of Information

American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange

American Software Code for 
Information Interchange

4 The extended ASCII code system uses _____ bits for data representation. 7 8 16 32
5 Data is transmitted using light through a _____ cable. twisted pair fiber-optic UTP coaxial 
6 How many layers are used in the OSI model? 5 6 7 8
7 In which of these cables, no electrical signal travels? Coaxial cable UTP Fibre optic STP
8 Which topology fails if the backbone cable fails? Star Ring Bus Both b & C
9 What is the central device in star topology? Router Bridge Hub Modem
10 Which of these is the main function of the Network Layer? Data compression dialog control segmentation and reassembly routing 
11 Who controls the Internet? The USA UNO Microsoft No one in particular
12 Which of these is the fastest Internet account? ISDN account Shell account Dial-up account Broadband account
13 Which of these symbols must appear in any email address? ‘!’ $ @ #
14 The common protocol of the Internet is _____. HTTP FTP SMTP POP

15
Which of these allows the simultaneous transmission of digital data and voice
services?

DSL broadband account Dial-up account Shell account Cable Internet account

16 A database contains one or more ____. tables rows columns databases

17
_____ temporal data type will update whenever a change is made in the data in the
table.

Date Datetime decimal(7,2) Time

18 To indicate that the values in a column are positive we use _____. Null Signed Unsigned Not_Signed
19 To cancel the transaction and not save it we use _____. Return Concat Rollback Return
20 _____ is not an aggregate function. Average() Min() AVG() Average()
21 When one query is written within another query it is termed as a _____. MINI QUERY NET QUERY TIED QUERY SUB QUERY

22 To not save the changes made as a result of a transaction, the _____ clause is used. COMMIT START END ROLLBACK

23 The address of a cell is displayed in : Name box Formula bar shortcut menu Formatting toolbar
24 The intersection of a worksheet row and column is called a range cell pointer box

25 Which copy feature provides a more comprehensive facility in copying cells? Copy and Paste buttons.
drag a cell’s Fill
handle.

Windows Clipboard.
either (a) or (b) since they are
identical.

26 Which of the following is a valid way to express a range? A1/A10 A1-A10 A1:A10
Each time the worksheet is
opened or closed

27 Which type of function calculates if an expression is true? Financial Date Valid Logical
28 To easily select predefined functions in Excel, select the : Formula Bar Function wizard Calculations Library Status Bar
29 Which function determines the payment needed each period to repay a loan? FV() PV() PMT() PAY()
30 To easily select predefined functions in Excel, select the : Formula Bar Function wizard Calculations Library Status Bar
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